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Data Access Battle Goes Nuclear 
By Cliff Banks 

October 12, 2015 -- A little more than a week ago, the simmering battle between 

DMS firms and other automotive retail vendors over data access and integration 

went nuclear. To be fair, the issue has plagued the automotive retail space for 

more than 20 years as certain DMS firms have sought to restrict or control third 

party access to their systems. But the industry is entering a new phase in which 

the stakes are much higher with increasingly more acrimonious battle lines being 

drawn. 

UPDATE 

So what went nuclear last week? (I'm using the term "nuclear," not to be 

sensational, but because I believe recent events have far-reaching implications 

and could upend the market as we know it today.) 

According to dealers I talked with while at the Digital Dealer Conference in Las 

Vegas last week, CDK Global began shutting down Vin Solutions' access to its DMS 

shortly after Cox Automotive (Vin Solution's parent company) announced the 

completion of the Dealertrack acquisition. 

Vin Solutions (as are other Cox Automotive subsidiaries) at the moment is 

refusing to sign CDK's new data access agreements as part of its SecurityFirst 

initiative launched earlier this year. 

Other dealers who are also CDK customers told me on Friday October 2, that 

CDK had that day, asked/urged them to push Cox Automotive to sign the new 

data integration agreements. Companies part of the Cox family have various 
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deadlines to sign the agreements or will lose access to the data on the CDK 

systems. 

One of the companies, xTime, reportedly will have its access shut off at the end of 

the month. From our understanding, the timing of the deadlines is based mostly 

on the expiration of current agreements third party vendors have with CDK. (This 

is a fluid situation that likely will evolve over the next several days/weeks). 

As we mentioned, the new agreements are part of CDK's new SecurityFirst 

initiative it launched earlier this year. As current integration agreements expire, 

vendors will have to sign new contracts as part of the initiative. Currently, there 

are approximately 120 different vendors that have contracts with CDK to access 

its systems. 

According to numerous vendors I've talked with, prices to access data in CDK's 

systems under the new initiative could increase anywhere from 300% to 800%. 

One vendor claims it's already paying over $6 million combined to both CDK and 

Reynolds for access. That total will go up later this year significantly if the 300% to 

800% figure is accurate. 

It appears Cox has no interest in signing the new agreements. Meanwhile, other 

vendors say they'll have to pass the costs to the dealers if CDK continues to insist 

on the new prices. 

Reynolds and Reynolds has played this game for years. Vendors that failed to 

participate -- or were denied -- in the Reynolds Certified Integration (RCI) program 

(implemented about 10 years ago) periodically have lost access to the Reynolds' 

systems. Vendors get shut out, and then find a way to work around the problem 

by finding a "hostile" or backdoor entry. Reynolds then finds the backdoor entry 

and shuts its down. It's almost like "Whack-A-Mole." 
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BACKGROUND 

So what's behind the current ratcheting up of the so-called data wars? 

We believe three things are driving CDK's new strategy: Activist investors seeing it 

as an opportunity to raise margins; Competitive concerns -- some of which are 

being driven by Cox's acquisition of Dealertrack; and third, legitimate security 

concerns. 

Security Concerns 

We'll start with the security concerns. In some ways, dealers are to blame for the 

stricter initiatives by Reynolds and CDK. (For more: Dealers Are Key in Cyber 

Attack Wars). An overall neglecting of implementing comprehensive data security 

plans has led to what we believe is a black market in which participants steal 

customer data from the DMS and sell it to agencies and marketing firms. 

Meanwhile, way too many vendors continue to have lax security standards 

themselves, while others have engaged in selling the data they take out of the 

DMS. 

Certainly, as government agencies continue to focus on compliance in the 

automotive retail space, it is becoming increasingly more important for the 

industry to develop better security. 

However, while security needs to be a primary concern, other DMS vendors have 

alleged through the years that the Reynolds' program is over-priced, lacks 

transparency and is inconsistent in its application. 

http://www.thebanksreport.com/public-dealer-groups/dealerships-key-cyber-attack-wars/
http://www.thebanksreport.com/public-dealer-groups/dealerships-key-cyber-attack-wars/
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Meanwhile, numerous vendors began expressing concern in early 2014 that CDK 

(then ADP Dealer Services) would engage in a similar practice once the spin off 

from ADP occurred. 

They weren't wrong. 

Activist Investors 

TBR has written numerous times about how a group of activist investment firms 

have been driving CDK's direction over the last year (CDK - A Company in 

Transition). 

They a hired an outside consulting firm earlier this year to evaluate the company 

and determine how it can provide greater value to its shareholders. (CDK's stock 

price is trading at over $50 a share -- up from a low of about $25 last year).  

The conventional wisdom in the industry is that part of the strategy follows the 

playbook Bob Brockman implemented when he acquired Reynolds and Reynolds 

in 2006. The Dayton, OH-based company is known among the investment 

community to have impressive margins -- according to some estimates, the profit 

margins are more than double what CDK has been able to produce through the 

years. 

It's clear, part of that playbook involves charging third-party vendors significantly 

more for access to the data. It's one area that can provide an almost immediate 

bump to the bottom line. And as the activist investors reportedly are looking for a 

quick exit, any increase to the bottom line will make for a better sales price. 

(The latest rumors are that Elliott Management Corp., one of the three main 

activist investors in CDK -- with an approximate 4% stake, is seeking a partner to 

put together a leveraged buyout of the company that could exceed $9 billion. One 

http://www.thebanksreport.com/trends/cdk-a-company-in-transition/
http://www.thebanksreport.com/trends/cdk-a-company-in-transition/
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potential obstacle to a quick sale is the two-year period in which CDK will lose the 

tax-free benefits of the spin off from ADP if it does anything to materially change 

the value of the company, such as a sale).  

Competitive Issues 

A third layer to the story is the competitive dynamics that are involved. Reynolds 

has long been accused by other vendors of making access nearly impossible to 

companies that have solutions that compete with Reynolds. 

Both Reynolds and CDK aren't just DMS companies -- they also have numerous 

solutions that compete directly with third-party vendors. 

Now vendors are making the same allegations against CDK. I have had this 

conversation numerous times through the years with both companies. Privately, 

they have never denied that they make access more difficult for those vendors 

whose solutions compete with theirs. 

On one level, it can be argued that, it's just how business works. The companies 

with the most market share (between the two, they control about 70% to 75% of 

the DMS market) and that control the data get to write the rules. 

Meanwhile, Cox Automotive now is a DMS company with its recent acquisition of 

Dealertrack -- another reason for CDK to take a tough stance with Cox. Will 

Reynolds do the same? 

Implications 

Over the next year, if CDK continues to roll out the new contracts, vendors will 

have to make the choice of whether to pay the higher prices or fight CDK. Dealers 
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are caught in the middle -- either they'll end up seeing increased charges from 

their vendors or, they'll see a sudden drop off in service from their vendors. 

This is starting to happen already. We've talked with numerous vendors that 

indicate they are hoping the dealers realize the situation and push back against 

Reynolds and CDK. 

We aren't seeing that yet and may not. Executives from two large dealer groups 

that have already been affected by CDK's new strategy, say it's not their job to 

keep third party vendors alive. But they acknowledge they are pushing back 

against CDK. But there is little they can do. 

Large groups see changing its DMS vendor as a last resort -- too much cost and 

too much disruption. Added to that, most of those contracts are for three or more 

years. So CDK and Reynolds have time on their side. 

Legal Implications 

The question is whether there is a legal play here for the third party vendors. The 

move could be arguing that Reynolds and CDK are engaging in restraint of trade. 

Clearly, Reynolds and CDK are using access to the data that is "owned" by the 

dealer, but housed on their systems, as a way to make life harder on their 

competition -- whether intentional or not, it is one of the effects of their 

strategies. 

Yes, Reynolds has successfully implemented its strategy over the years, but it is a 

privately held company and has been able to fly under the radar. 
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The dynamics have changed this year, though. One, CDK is a public company and 

it's much harder to fly under the radar with entities such as the Federal Trade 

Commission and Department of Justice paying closer attention. 

Second, as part of the recent Dealertrack acquisition, the Department of Justice 

required Cox Automotive to agree to not restrict the flow of data or charge 

significantly more for the data that Dealertrack currently provides the industry 

(such as the data it has from its joint ownership with Internet Brands of Chrome 

Data Systems). 

It was ironic that the same week Cox agreed to those stipulations, CDK was 

allegedly doing the exact opposite. Don't be surprised if Cox plays that angle with 

the Department of Justice. 

If it plays out that way -- with the DOJ getting involved, CDK and Reynolds could 

find their strategy short-lived. 

On the other hand, if not, then we may see a shakeout of vendors as many will 

not be able to pay the higher prices -- nor will passing those costs to their dealer 

customers be a viable strategy. For some, it will be a battle of survival. 

Meanwhile, dealers could soon be paying much higher prices for the services of 

their third party vendors. 

The next several months will be some of the most critical vendors have seen in 

recent years. Access to the data is quickly becoming the driving issue in the 

industry. Will Reynolds and CDK be able to continue to maintain control over 

much of the dealership data or will that stranglehold be broken? 


